
EMAAR BOULEVARD @ DHOW KIOSK



 PROJECT

The Emaar Boulevard is strategically located at the prestigious Downtown Dubai area, near the Burj Khalifa tower. Our 
proposal has been generated from reimagining a new outdoor shopping experience,  a new concept to the boulevard, 
offering a unique experience within a new global trend for shopping . 

CONCEPT...
The design proposal for the Emaar Boulevard kiosks, is a hybrid design inspired in the merchant Dhows that brought 
goods & prosperity to the old port of Dubai. The intention is to expose visitors to a Dhow experience, the traditional 
Arab sailing vessel with one or more lateen sail, primarily used to carry heavy goods along the coasts of the Arabian 
Peninsula. Even to the present day, dhows make commercial journeys between the Persian Gulf and East Africa using 
sails as their only means of propulsion. The dhow kiosk will allow people to dream travel around the world in search 
of art, cultural items and high quality products. It’s a multifunctional flexible space adaptable to any kind of product.

Elements:
Base: white and modern, designed for the exhibition and storage of products.
Mast: made of brushed Aluminum and enclosing the multifunctional space, used to tie the sail.
Sail: a tensile membrane that can morph it shape to different configurations

SUSTAINABLE  DESIGN.....
Our approach to sustainable design is about keeping things simple. No tricky mechanisms, no elaborate energy con-
version methods. We wish to create a simple design using well known technologies  and constructed according to the 
‘3R’ principals for sustainable design: Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.

Reduce: A  kiosk with  the absolute minimal amount of material, easy to transport, economical and using as less 
resources as possible.  We have endeavored to create a basic form, using Glass Reinforced Materials ,where carbon 
fibre and tension members are specified as efficient elements.
Reuse: Making our kiosk easily foldable and lightweight, we encourage its reuse.
Recycle :The kiosk is mainly made by GRP (glass reinforced plastic) , being 100% recyclable. 

The balance between culture, design, architecture, function and sustainable elements will give, as a result, a mul-
tifunctional and culturally sensitive kiosk adapted to a unique environment with a clear and direct communication 
brand: DHOW kiosk



  Concept and Design: Great events LLC   
  Client: Emaar       
    Area: 4.00 m2 

LOCATION@ BURJ KHALIFA district

Our first kiosk proposal consist of 22 units located between Station Avenue and The Lofts , marked in Section A 
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 PLANS

FLOOR  PLAN

ROOF  PLAN

STORAGE & EXHIBITION
STAND
MAST
TELESCOPIC ARM
SAIL

STEP 1: open & sales NOW! STEP 2: close &  GO home!
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2.00 mts

3.00 mts

The DHOW kiosk is used for exhibition, storage, lighting & seating, It can be adapted to any retail requirements. 



   ELEVATIONS

A multifuntional KIOSK that brings the Arab sailing tradition of the DHOWS.

2.45mts

1.50mts

The DHOW kiosk is used for exhibition, storage, lighting & seating, It can be adapted to any retail requirements. 
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STORAGE & EXHIBITION
STAND: adjustable each 5cm
MAST: anchor for the sail (height = 1.60 & 2.10 mts)
TELESCOPIC ARM: seating & exhibition
SAIL: tensile membrane adjustable at varying heights
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STEP 1: open & sales NOW! STEP 2: close &  GO home!



PERSPECTIVE

FRONT RIGHT SIDE

A Dhow (in Arabic,داو)  a traditional Arab sailing vessel with one or more lateen sail, primarily used to carry heavy items along the coasts of the Arabian Peninsula.



LEFT SIDE BACK

Larger dhows have crews of approximately thirty, while smaller dhows typically have crews of around twelve. .
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